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From a single pixel, the information needed by people the world over takes shape. At Planar, our  

attention to the smallest details helps us achieve our biggest successes. We identify market needs and 

apply our industry knowledge and product development versatility to produce solutions our customers 

value. Planar is tirelessly focused on helping people access information more effectively. And that is 

the bigger picture.
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Planar is one of the world’s most accomplished providers of application-driven flat-panel display systems, with 

a heritage of innovation that stretches over more than 20 years. We’ve progressed from producing display  

components and stand-alone display systems to integrated solutions including software, hardware and services 

that address needs in diverse yet complementary usage environments. 

Planar’s medical business is the leading provider of medical-grade display systems, providing the most complete 

suite of healthcare-specific display solutions available. Planar’s industrial business focuses on collaborating with 

customers in the development of market-specific display products ranging from EL-based display components  

to new interactive marketing solutions for retail environments. In the four years since its inception, Planar’s  

commercial business has built value from supply, logistics and channel relationships while solidifying its top-ten 

ranking among providers of flat-panel desktop monitors for homes and offices in the U.S.

Underlying all of our businesses is Planar’s core culture of entrepreneurship. Within each of our business  

groups this emphasis fuels new product initiatives and exploration of ways to address new markets  

with established and emerging, commercially viable technologies. In this way, Planar leverages its unique  

strengths within each business, systematically creating entrepreneurial opportunities in markets beyond those  

already served. 

RELATIVE SIZE PER SEGMENT

TICKER SYMBOL
NASDAQ NATIONAL MARKET

PLNR

YEAR FOUNDED

1983

YEAR OF I.P.O.

1993

EMPLOYEES WORLDWIDE
AS OF FISCAL YEAR-END 2004

433

SALES BY BUSINESS SEGMENT
FISCAL 2004

MEDICAL

INDUSTRIAL

COMMERCIAL

31%

21%

48%



MESSAGE FROM THE CEO
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Financial Highlights
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SALES AND SALES PER EMPLOYEE, BY FISCAL YEAR
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FELLOW SHAREHOLDERS,

Seeing the bigger picture means looking beyond particular technologies 

to recognize opportunities they generate, connecting a technical under-

standing of pixels and systems to a business understanding of customers 

and markets. It also means balancing near-term goals against the more 

rewarding potential of the future.

In our continuing efforts to see the bigger picture, Planar reached an  

important fork in the road in fiscal 2004. True to our culture of decisiveness,  

we’ve very deliberately chosen one path, rejected the other, and set our 

course for what I believe will be an exciting future of profitable growth.

The path we’ve chosen requires increased investments for the company 

to prosper over the long run in major growth markets we’ve identified,  

knowing those investments will moderate bottom-line profits in the 

meantime. The alternative we did not choose, it’s important to recognize, 

was to continue running the company for maximization of near-term  

profitability. I’m confident that making the necessary investments now is 

our surest path to optimize profitable growth well into the future.

Effective execution of this strategy calls for an increased focus of my time 

and energy on the growth initiatives of the company. This prompted 

the creation of a chief operating officer position, and the promotion of  

Steve Buhaly to realize the high expectations of the role. He has extensive  

operations and general management experience, and he has served as 

a highly collaborative chief financial officer for Planar over the last four 

years. I have great confidence in his ability to implement the strategies 

underway in our three business units to deliver the results we depend on 

and build lasting shareholder value.

With the ongoing operation of the company so ably managed, my focus 

is more fully directed to setting Planar’s strategy and steering its course to 

capitalize on the potential of the organization’s unique strengths. There’s 

no shortage of opportunities in the world, as flat-panel display technology  

continues to proliferate into applications unimagined just a few years ago. 

Replacing tube-style CRT displays, as well as fitting into uses no display 

could before, flat-panels enable the promise of all kinds of networked, 

“smart” machines–the promise of information when, where and how  

people want it. The display is the essential human interface, so our bold 

mission is to benefit every person on the planet with Planar displays.

Planar’s entrepreneurial programs, under my strategic direction and 

with increased investment in 2005, provide an energized system for  

applying the company’s assets to pursue opportunities being catalyzed 

by display technology. One such initiative announced in 2004 addresses  

unmet needs in the modern retail environment, where technology  

has revolutionized operations behind the scenes but has yet to serve  

customers directly when and where they need it most. Planar’s strategy is  

both focused on the needs of these end-users seeking reliable information  

at the point of purchase and centered on manufacturers and retailers with 

vested interests in improving the delivery and effectiveness of such infor-

mation. By seamlessly integrating hardware, software and services into 

products featuring appliance-like simplicity, I intend for Planar to be at  

the forefront of technology solutions for this large market and other 

emerging prospects.

In the robust medical market, Planar is building on its leadership position 

as the movement to digital images and electronic record-keeping accel- 

erates across the healthcare enterprise. The rapidly changing competitive  

environment in the digital imaging segment last year reflects both the 

attractiveness of this expanding market and, ultimately, the resilience 

of our organization. We reacted quickly to make our premium products 

more affordable and available, exploiting our volume advantage to drive 

down costs and using our excellent relationships in the reseller channel to  

improve customer access and simplify purchasing. A recent survey of  

hospital administrators bodes well for our future: digital imaging for  

radiology topped the list of areas targeted for capital expenditures in the 
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SUMMARY OF CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL DATA

Fiscal Year  2004  2003  2002  2001  2000
(In thousands, except per share amounts)

OPERATIONS:
Sales $ 256,196 $  251,927 $ 205,929 $ 207,952 $ 174,551
Gross profit  59,365  76,340  60,330  64,828  40,659
Income (loss)  
    from operations  12,804  25,062   (3,379)  22,571  (2,160)
Net income (loss)  9,278  15,202  (3,062)  14,537  543
Diluted net income 
    (loss) per share $ 0.62 $ 1.04 $ (0.24) $ 1.13 $ 0.05

BALANCE SHEET:
Working capital $ 90,620 $ 73,446 $ 76,433 $ 59,286 $ 50,296
Assets   206,424   209,836   206,471   136,200  128,175
Long-term liabilities  7,223   7,080   46,943   13,392   15,486
Shareholders’ equity   165,528   150,839   124,359   96,089   73,268

PRICE RANGE OF COMMON STOCK

The following table reflects the quarterly high and low closing prices of the company’s  

common stock for the periods indicated, as reported by the Nasdaq National Market. 

Planar common stock trades under the symbol “PLNR.”

FISCAL 2004  HIGH  LOW

First Quarter $ 26.30 $  21.27

Second Quarter  25.85  12.69

Third Quarter  14.25  11.33

Fourth Quarter  14.14  11.05

FISCAL 2003  HIGH  LOW

First Quarter $ 21.73 $  12.21

Second Quarter  21.47  12.59

Third Quarter  20.74  10.57

Fourth Quarter  24.49  18.68

next five years, followed by systems that enable electronic patient record-

keeping at the point of care. In both of these segments, Planar solutions 

are second to none.

Another important element of the investment being made in 2005 is  

geographic expansion of our sales and marketing reach, for medical  

products as well as our line of industrial display solutions. Europe  

represents a market as large and important as North America, but our 

far smaller penetration there means valuable opportunities remain to 

be pursued. We’ve opened a new office in Munich, and deployed a senior  

executive to drive our effort there, so I expect to see early returns on this 

investment soon and important long-term value generated in future  

periods. China, too, is a market of enormous growth potential for the  

company, prompting our investment in a new Shanghai office.

Planar’s commercial business unit also is expected to drive growth in 2005, 

but with its focus on profit rather than sales growth. The market segment 

in which we’ve established ourselves so well in just four years–primarily 

serving business buyers of PC monitors through resellers in the online 

channel–is forecast to slow from its once spectacular growth rate. We will 

concentrate our effort on systematically improving operations to generate 

quicker inventory turns and to defend against the kind of price volatility  

that struck us in 2004, to create a stronger and steadier bottom line. 

All along the way, this business realizes synergistic value for our other  

businesses as well, through supplier relationships that stem from high unit 

volumes and by extending valuable partnerships we’ve established with 

top players in this versatile sales channel.

The company’s culture and extraordinary team of professionals have been 

tested and strengthened by the difficult challenges of 2004, and remain 

the foundation of our aspirations for profitable growth beyond 2005.  

Our corporate culture is highly intentional–the result of a decision making  

process as thorough as that determining any of our strategies–and  

characterized by three key pillars. One is quick decision making, with 

the expectation that the company’s speed and agility create formidable 

competitive advantages. Another cultural attribute is a focus of employee 

recruiting and retention efforts on those from the top quartile of their  

professions, believing that top pay for top performance is a very good  

investment. A third pillar of Planar’s culture is a philosophy of steward-

ship for the interests of other stakeholders, ensuring that those with less  

influence over company performance receive their due before those with 

more influence and responsibility.

At Planar, we see the bigger picture of people the world over seeking 

to connect with information. With perspective and understanding that 

ranges from tiny pixels to markets spanning the planet, Planar is uniquely  

positioned to thrive along with the proliferation of display technology.  

The challenges we faced in 2004 helped refine our strategy and  

distinguish important tactical steps for 2005 and beyond. I’m confident  

that  investing now in our entrepreneurial potential and our geographic  

reach will yield a more prosperous future for the company and maximize 

lasting shareholder value.

Most respectfully, 

  Balaji Krishnamurthy

  Chairman, President and CEO

  November 10, 2004
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LEADERSHIP

PLANAR OPERATIONS

CORPORATE HEADQUARTERS
Planar Systems, Inc.
1195 NW Compton Drive
Beaverton, OR
97006-1992, USA
Toll-Free: +1.866.475.2627
(United States & Canada)
Phone: +1.503.748.1100 
Fax: +1.503.748.1244
Email: sales@planar.com

HEALTHCARE  
Planar Systems, Inc. 
400 Fifth Avenue 
Waltham, MA 
02451-8738, USA
Phone: +1.781.895.1155 
Fax: +1.781.895.1133
Email: sales@planar.com

EUROPEAN HEADQUARTERS 
Planar Systems, Inc.
Olarinluoma 9, P.O. Box 46 
FIN-02201 Espoo, Finland 
Phone: +358.9.42.001
Fax: +358.9.420.0200 
Email: intlsales@planar.com

REGIONAL SALES OFFICES  

CHINA  
Planar Systems, Shanghai 
388 Nan Jing West Road, Suite 3905
Shanghai, People’s Republic of China
Phone:  +86.21.6334.5050
Fax: +86.21.6334.6339
Email:  asia_sales@planar.com 

FRANCE 
Planar Systems SARL
68, rue du Faubourg St-Honoré
75008 Paris, France
Phone: +33.1.4250.0264 
Fax: +33.1.4250.0053 
Email: france_sales@planar.com

GERMANY
Planar Systems GmbH 
Airport Business Center 
Am Soeldnermoos 17
85399 Hallbergmoos, Germany 
Phone: +49.811.555.070
Fax: +49.811.555.0777
Email: germany_sales@planar.com

TAIWAN
Planar Systems, Inc.
460 Xin Yi Road, Section 4, 13F
Taipei 110, Taiwan
Phone: +886.2.8789.0089 x 100
Mobile: +886.9.3793.3709
Fax:  886.2.8789.2788
Email: taiwan_office@planar.com

COMMON STOCK INFORMATION

The common stock of Planar
Systems, Inc. trades on the
Nasdaq National Market under
the Symbol “PLNR.”  The company
has never paid and does not
anticipate paying dividends in
the foreseeable future.

LEGAL COUNSEL
Ater Wynne LLP
Portland, Oregon

INDEPENDENT AUDITOR
KPMG LLP
Portland, Oregon

TRANSFER AGENT
Mellon Investor Services LLC
85 Challenger Road
Overpeck Center
Ridgefield Park, NJ 
07660, USA
Phone: +1.800.522.6645
TDD: +1.800.231.5469
Web: www.melloninvestor.com

© 2004, Planar Systems, Inc.  
Planar, the Dynamic Plane brand 
symbol, the Display Innovation 
You Depend On tagline, and  
Planar model names are trademarks  
and registered trademarks of  
Planar Systems, Inc. 

BOARD OF DIRECTORS

Balaji Krishnamurthy
Chairman, President and
Chief Executive Officer
Planar Systems, Inc.
Beaverton, Oregon
19991

Carl W. Neun
Portland, Oregon
20001

Heinrich Stenger
Managing Director
EPP, Electronic Production
Partners GmbH
Munich, Germany
19971

E. Kay Stepp
Chair of the Board
Providence Health System
Portland, Oregon
19981

Gregory H. Turnbull
Business Consultant
Palo Alto, California
19861

William D. Walker
Portland, Oregon
19831

Steven E. Wynne
President/CEO
Sport Brands International Ltd.
New York, New York
19961

CORPORATE OFFICERS

Balaji Krishnamurthy
Chairman, President and
Chief Executive Officer
19992

Steven J. Buhaly
Vice President,
Chief Operating Officer 
and Chief Financial Officer
19992

Christopher N. King
Co-Founder,
Executive Vice President,
Chief Technology Officer
and Secretary
19832

Jeffrey T. Siegal
Corporate Controller
and Treasurer
19992

1 Year elected to the board
2 Year joined the company

INVESTOR RELATIONS

Planar welcomes inquiries from  
its shareholders and other  
interested parties. Contact:

INVESTOR RELATIONS
Planar Systems, Inc.
1195 NW Compton Drive
Beaverton, OR
97006-1992, USA
Phone: + 1.503.748.1100
Fax: + 1.503.748.1541
Email: invest@planar.com

WEB SITE
Information on Planar products,
technologies, conference calls  
and financial reports, plus a  
press release archive, can be  
found at www.planar.com.

ANNUAL MEETING
The annual meeting of  
shareholders will be held 
Thursday, February 3, 2005,  
at 3:00 p.m.  Pacific Standard
Time at 1195 NW Compton Dr.,
Beaverton, Oregon.



At Planar, we have made it our mission to provide innovative solutions to connect 
people with information and ideas–wherever they may be. 

OUR MISSION



www.planar.com


